PART I—Orders and Notifications by the Governor of West Bengal, the High Court, Government Treasury, etc.

GOVERNMENT OF WEST BENGAL
BACKWARD CLASSES WELFARE DEPARTMENT
WRITERS' BUILDINGS,
BLOCK-I 2ND FLOOR
Website : www.anagrassarkalyan.gov.in

No. 762-BCW/MR-116/12

Kolkata, the 1st March, 2013.

NOTIFICATION

WHEREAS by Backward Classes Welfare department's Notification No. 1673- BCW/MR-209/11, dt.11.05.2012 (hereinafter referred to as the said Notification), the Backward classes for the purposes of the West Bengal Commission for Backward Classes Act, 1993 (West Ben. Act I of 1993) (hereinafter referred to as the said Act) were specified and categorized in the list below the said Notification;

Now, therefore, in pursuance of the provisions of clause (a), read with clause (c) of Section 2 and clause (b) of sub-section (1) of section 9 of the said Act, the Governor is pleased to make the following amendments in the said Notification:-

Amendment

i) In column II (OBC category B) of the list below the said Notification, for serial number 11 and the entries thereto, the following serial number and the entries shall be substituted:—
   (11) Sadhukhan (Muslim)

ii) In column II (OBC category B) of the list below the said Notification, for serial number 20 and the entries thereto, the following serial number and entries shall be substituted:—
   (20) Deleted

iii) In column II (OBC category B) of the list below the said Notification, for serial number 22 and entries thereto, the following serial number and entries shall be substituted:—
   (22) Shah (Shah/Sahaji)

By order of the Governor,

S. K. THADE,
Secretary to the Government of West Bengal.